Great East Japan Earthquake (Special News)

[10 deaths overconfidence safety EPZ], ripples spread Prefecture toll on the weak nuclear location

In the hospital is a 3 (EPZ) priority areas within 10 km radius, disaster prevention measures, ten meters from the inpatient elderly died one after the other while waiting and Self-Defense Forces to support the evacuation from Fukushima Daiichi. Doctors are busy with a patient’s treatment, the tragedy that occurred in the extremely confusing. I used to be in the hospital five, “and had a” patient’s evacuation plan that assumes the only nuclear accident within one facility. Reality that the weak suffer under the “safety myth” primary, the toll of the risk it has become clear again.

▽ confusion

“While there is not enough manpower also affected staff, press 1 kilometers to the school to which the Self-Defense Forces helicopter comes the bedridden patient’s bed.” Imamura hospital about 9 kilometers (Tomioka town, Fukushima Prefecture), evacuation of about 100 people hospitalized patients from primary began the night of March 13. 3 people 72–93 years of age died during the day and a half has passed since leaving evacuation within 10 km radius, while waiting for the rescue self-generation.

Covered with a sheet filled with ice, mortuary body is laid to rest. It was housed in the Sun as police until May to November 4. Hospital executives “had no means of transport for evacuation., I could not even if they want to do something.”

It was making evacuation plans are set forth in the regional disaster prevention plan the county hospital, state that it is not accepted by the damage caused by the earthquake and some hospitals had been previously transferred. Has been changed to a different shelter transport destination.

I speak of those involved (Okuma-machi prefecture) is “primary safety and continue to be told, this was the result. Taste everyone seriously is not enough,” Futaba hospital and four people died.

▽ impatience

Shizuoka Prefecture, Chubu Electric Power, which has a Hamaokagenpatsu the reactor was stopped at the request of Prime Minister Naoto Kan all. Located about 3.3 km from the nuclear power plant Omaezaki General Hospital to be hospitalized elderly people with dementia. To “There is a evacuation plan for residents, the hospital’s plan is not” province and the Division of Nuclear Safety.

“Receiving the situation in Fukushima, during the evacuation of all examined, including inpatient bedridden,” the hospital said, began to study the evacuation of the hospital system located in the province also EPZ.

However, the cooperation of the county and the hospital have not been able to. “Requires the involvement of the country will be wide enough …. Whether there is a need to extend the 20 km EPZ, I want to validate (Fukushima) as soon as possible.” Since the warning area that are prohibited within 20 km from has become the primary, the person in charge of Shizuoka Prefecture, exude impatience.

▽ postpone
Not have to figure out, such as the facts of this 10 people were killed the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, "in a pinch, but I must verification. Become transport suddenly, there are other business, not going up there." (Disaster Countermeasures Headquarters). "It is also necessary verification, in order of priority. JANIT has accumulated that” even in Fukushima Prefecture and local medical department.

hospital in the EPZ, which has been positioned to give first aid to people who were previously exposed in the nuclear accident as a "medical institution initial exposure.” One of them, says hospital director Shuichi Shigetomi of (Futaba Town, Fukushima Prefecture) Futaba Public Welfare Hospital. "In the future, placing the inpatient areas that result in emergency evacuation should carefully consider the nature of the hospital within. 20 km there is a problem.”
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■ “deliver excitement” National High School Baseball Invitational Tournament kicked off Ishinomaki captain Engineering

21 days, the 84th National High School Baseball Championship was held at the Koshien Stadium in Nishinomiya, Hyogo Prefecture. If you can overcome the difficulties that captain people 翔 Abe (Miyagi) "Japan has become one cocoa Ishinomaki while affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake, was elected in the frame the 21st century, at the opening ceremony, the big always ahead I was sworn strong underlying strength of the Japanese players. Let's show. “ and ties the smile believe happiness is waiting, delivered in Japan. excitement, courage why.

Full Text oath player

At the opening ceremony of the National High School Baseball Championship, the full text of the oath of cocoa Abe Xiang human players captain Ishinomaki was performed as follows.

Oath. One (1) year from the Great East Japan Earthquake. Japan is in the midst of reconstruction. There are many people who are up against it in the people who are the victims, not with the mind organize, and not forget that at the time, the people who have died, even now, are grieving. Anyone who is up against it is that hard to accept sorrow unanswered.

I believe if you can become one of Japan to overcome its hardships, great happiness and always waiting beyond that, however. That’s why I bring in Japan. Smile excitement, courage. Let’s show. Underlying strength of Japan, the bonds. We can do Kyuji high school. It is that fought with full force, do not give up until the end. I swear that I am grateful that now can play baseball, to play with all my strength and all my heart and openly.